When constructed response test items are scored by more than one rater, the repeated ratings allow for the consideration of individual rater bias and variability in estimating student proficiency. Several hierarchical models based on item response theory have been introduced to model such effects. In this article, the authors demonstrate how these models may be extended to include covariates of the rating process. For example, how do features of an essay grader's training affect his or her performance? The authors show how to include covariates by embedding a linear model at appropriate levels of the model hierarchy. Depending on the level, such covariates may be thought of as determining fixed effects or random effects on the rating process. The authors also discuss the appropriate design matrix for such covariates, discuss how to incorporate needed identifiability constraints, and illustrate the methods using data from a rating study of a student assessment.
however, allows for the examination of individual rater performance as well. Research in this area has been dominated by applications to educational testing. Current literature provides several modeling options for within-rater performance, based wholly or in part on item response theory (IRT). Engelhard (1994 Engelhard ( , 1996 demonstrates the use of the Facets model (Linacre, 1989) with rated responses in analyzing the quality of rater judgments in an assessment of written composition and in the evaluation of rater performance against a set of benchmark expert ratings. Patz and Junker (1999b) elaborate on this model. Patz, Junker, Johnson, and Mariano (2002) include an analysis of rater bias and variability in a rating study of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT) using the Hierarchical Rater Model (HRM). Verhelst and Verstralen (2001) present a different version of a hierarchical IRT model for multiple raters. Wilson and Hoskens (2001) use the same FCAT dataset to demonstrate their Rater Bundle Model, which generalizes the Facets model to account for correlated ratings.
In considering the performance of the raters, it is natural to question how covariates of the rating process may affect a rater's performance. Covariates informative on the performance of the raters may prove valuable both in the ability to adjust for the covariate effects and in providing information to be used in the future training of raters. For example, if a particular group of essay graders seated at a common grading table exhibits bias in the form of harsher grading, proficiency estimates may be adjusted for that table's bias; if essay graders exhibit increased variability on the 2nd day of grading, in the future, a brief training review session could be implemented at the beginning of the 2nd day.
In this article, we present a methodology for including covariates of rater behavior within the structure of three different hierarchical IRT-based models: Patz et al.'s (2002) HRM, Verhelst and Verstralen's (2001) IRT model for multiple raters, and a hierarchical version of Linacre's (1989) Facets model. These three models are reviewed in Section 2. In Section 3, we demonstrate a generalized format for characterizing the covariates and two different strategies for incorporating the covariates into our target models. In Section 4, we use data from an image-scoring pilot study of California's Golden State Examination to demonstrate and contrast both of these methods in the HRM. The article concludes with a discussion in Section 5.
Section 2: Rater Models
In this section, we review three Bayesian hierarchical models for repeated ratings, which we will later expand to accommodate the rating covariates. All three may be used for both dichotomous and polytomous rating categories; throughout, we will demonstrate the general polytomous case. We will consider the scenario of N independent subjects I ∈ f1; . . . ; Ng, each with underlying latent trait y i , responding to an administration of J independent items j ∈ f1; . . . ; Jg, each having features-item location, discrimination-characterized by a vector of parameters. Each item j has K j response categories, indexed by k ∈ f0; . . . ; K j À 1g.
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The observed data X ijr ¼ k represent the rating k given to subject i's response to item j by rater r. We let R ij denote the set of raters who rate subject i's response to item j, where there are Q raters total. Note that the design does not need to be fully crossed (i.e., not all subjects need to respond to all items and not all raters need to rate all responses).
The three rater models we consider here all contain IRT components, which may be seen as an extension of an IRT model for polytomous items. In this article, we focus on Muraki's (1992) Generalized Partial Credit Model (GPCM; see also Muraki, 1997) , but in other contexts, we would use a different IRT model as appropriate. The item category response functions (ICRF), PðX ijr ¼ k|y i ), for the GPCM are generated from
where Y ij is an objective item score, a j is the item discrimination parameter, and b j is the overall item location. Category-specific deviations from the overall location are represented by the item-step parameters g jk . The sum of the item location and item-step parameters, b j þ g jk , determine where the ICRFs for adjacent categories intersect. For identifiability in all the examples we discuss, we constrain the latent parameter y i , setting its expectation to zero, Eðy i Þ ¼ 0, and its variance to one, Varðy i Þ ¼ 1. The overall item location parameter b j is left free and the item-step parameters g jk are set to sum to zero.
The Hierarchical Rater Model
Patz (1996) and Patz et al. (2002) introduced the HRM, a hierarchical Bayesian model for discrete rated response data that incorporates an IRT model into a generalizability theory (Brennan, 1992) structure, allowing for the identification of the contribution of multiple sources of measurement error to the variability of observations. The HRM takes advantage of the natural hierarchical structure of the sources of variability, modeling the distribution of the latent trait, the distribution of a subject's response given their latent trait, and the distribution of the ratings given the quality of response. Thus, the HRM treats the administration and scoring of items as a two-stage process: First, the subject responds to the item, and then the rater evaluates that response so that the rating is a direct consequence of the response.
The HRM incorporates the following hierarchy, which is discussed in detail below:
. . . ; N; x ij ∼ a polytomous IRT model (e.g., GPCM); 8i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; J; X ijr ∼ a polytomous signal detection model; 8ði; jÞ; r ∈ R ij :
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Within each examinee, let x ij represent the latent quality of response reflected in subject i's response to item j (i.e., x ij is the value that the ratings attempt to quantify). Patz et al. (2002) use the terminology ideal ratings or ideal scores for the x ij , which is adopted herein. Consider the latent ideal scores x ij in the context of data augmentation (Tanner & Wong, 1987 ; see also Maris, 1995) . If these scores were known and discrete, they could be modeled using a traditional IRT model, such as the GPCM of Equation 1 (i.e., they could be treated as traditional objective scores). The HRM models the subject responses using such a traditional IRT model for the ideal scores.
The actual ratings X ijr are treated as noisy versions of the ideal ratings x ij , modeled with a simple signal detection model. As an example, consider five scoring categories:
Here, p xkr ≡ P(rater r rates k|ideal score x), with the sum over the row of observed ratings, k, set equal to one. The signal detection parameters may be extended to capture potential interaction between examinees, items, and raters as well.
As a Bayesian model, appropriate prior distributions are assigned to the population, item, item step, and signal detection parameters.
Note that we have just described a class of HRMs. Whereas normality is a popular choice for the latent trait distribution, alternative distributions may be used when normality is not a reasonable assumption. Similarly, any parametric or nonparametric partial credit model (e.g., Hemker, Sijtsma, Molenaar, & Junker, 1996) , such as Samejima's (1969) Graded Response Model, may be used to model the ideal scores.
To incorporate the concepts of rater severity and consistency, Patz et al. (2002) parameterize each row of the signal detection models by setting the probabilities p xkr proportional to a normal density in the categories k, with location x þ f r and scale c r :
Here, the location parameter f r indicates the rater's severity. Following Patz et al. (2002) , we refer to this severity parameter as rater bias. Negative and positive bias Chib & Greenberg, 1995; Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 1995) algorithm to sample from the posterior distribution of the model parameters. Patz et al. (2002) describe the complete conditional distributions necessary to implement a Metropolis-Hastings within Gibbs MCMC procedure.
A Hierarchical Facets Model
Linacre (1989) generalized the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960) to include additional sources of variability as additive effects on the logit scale. This extension, commonly known as the Facets model, provides a framework to include rater bias in the logistic context and is similar in form to the Linear Logistic Test Model (Fischer, 1973) . Let f r represent the fluctuation in item difficulty caused by the bias of rater r. Then, the model
is a special case of Linacre's Facets model that accounts for rater bias. The ratings are treated as independent direct evaluations of the latent trait, accounting for the rater bias by shifting the difficulty of the item (i.e., the difficulty of the item is now b j À f r when rater r rates item j). Notice also that there is now a unique set of IRFs for each rater. Interaction terms may also be included additively on the logit scale, and the rater bias term, f r , could be expanded to account for rater interactions with the item and examinee. For consistency with the traditional form of the Facets model and ease of exposition below, we present the model below without an item discrimination parameter, a j . Of course, a more general model, as in Equation 1, may also be considered. Following Patz and Junker (1999b) , we may formulate a Bayesian hierarchical version of the Facets model by treating each latent trait y i of the subject population as an observation from a normal distribution centered at m with variance s 2 and assigning appropriate prior distributions to the item, item step, rater, and population parameters. The Bayesian Facets hierarchy is then:
Covariates of the Rating Process A discrimination parameter, a j , may be included in Equation 5, taking the generalized form present in Equation 1. Below, we illustrate the a j ≡ 1 case. Notice that the Facets formulation also requires an additional identifiability constraint (otherwise, adding any arbitrary constant to all b j and subtracting the same amount from all f r yields the same ICRFs). A common choice is
A crucial difference between the HRM and Facets models is the independence structure of the responses assumed by each model. IRT Facets treats the ratings, including repeated ratings, as independent evaluations of the subject's latent trait, so that the repeated ratings are independent given the latent trait. The HRM treats the ratings as independent evaluations of the quality of the response, so that the repeated ratings are independent conditional on the ideal scores but are dependent when conditioning only on the latent trait. These independence structures help guide the appropriate choice of model; the structure among repeated ratings of a single response to a single item is better reflected in the HRM, whereas ratings of multiple responses to a single item are better reflected in the Facets model.
HRM and Facets also differ in how they characterize rater performancea shift in item difficulty representing bias under Facets versus a two-dimensional representation affecting the center (representing bias) and scaling of the probability distribution describing the rating under the HRM. Note that this means that the bias parameter f r has different interpretations of bias in the two models. Patz and Junker (1999a, 1999b) explain the general implementation of an MCMC algorithm for sampling from the posterior distribution of IRT model parameters. MCMC for the hierarchical Facets model is included in Patz and Junker (1999b) .
Verhelst and Verstralen's IRT Model for Multiple Raters
Verhelst and Verstralen's (2001) IRT Model for Multiple Raters (MMR) uses a hierarchical structure similar to the HRM, treating the administration as a two-stage process where the subject first responds to the item and then the response is evaluated. However, although ideal scores in HRM are discrete, the MMR allows a continuous quality of response variable x ij (note that the ideal score terminology does not apply, because the quality of work is not on the same metric as the ratings). Here, the x ij are treated as independent observations from a normal distribution centered to reflect subject-item interaction and with a common variance across all subjects and responses,
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Under the MMR, the ratings are then described using an IRT Facets model similar to Equation 5 with the latent trait y i being replaced by the quality of response x ij .
ln
where f r again represents rater bias and is constrained as in the hierarchical Facets model to sum to zero. An item discrimination parameter a j may also be included as in Equation 1; for ease of exposition, we discuss the a j ≡ 1 case below.
The full hierarchy of the MMR is then
. . . ; J; X ijr ∼ the IRT model of Equation (7) 8ði; jÞ; r ∈ R ij :
In the Bayesian context, we place appropriate prior distributions on the population, item, item step, and rater parameters. Similar to the other models discussed, we may sample from the posterior distribution of the parameters of the MMR using an MCMC algorithm. In the quality of response level of the model, the notation b * j indicates that the item contribution is not necessarily the traditionally defined item location. In the usual IRT context, location is relative to the scoring categories, which, in the constructed response case, are defined by the rating rubric (i.e., ''How difficult is it to receive a score of k, given the respondent's latent trait, y i , and the definitions of the rating categories as determined by the rubric?''). This notion of item location is captured by b j in the IRT level of the model. However, when allowing for an item effect in the quality of response level, that effect will not be dependent on the scoring rubric and the rating categories it defines. Note that b * j and b j are not separately identifiable. Verhelst and Verstralen transform the current parameterization so that the sum d j ¼ b * j þ b j is estimated as a single parameter. For a complete treatment of the estimation of the item parameters, see Verhelst and Verstralen (2001) .
A dichotomous response version of this model is presented by Verhelst and Verstralen (2001) ; we have extended this to the polytomous response case for our purposes below. We have also reparameterized their original rater term, multiplying by −1, so that the rater bias is in terms of harshness instead of leniency, providing consistency with the other two models above. Finally, Equation 7 may also be expanded to include a discrimination parameter.
The independence structure of the MMR is similar to the HRM. However, the characterization of rater performance under the MMR is similar to that of the
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Facets model. These differences, along with the representation of the quality of work, govern the appropriate model choice among these three models.
Section 2: Including Measurement Covariates
In this section, we provide a general method for describing the covariate effects and including them into the models described in Section 2. Although we will comment generally about the effects of rating covariates on both the bias and variability of the ratings, the reader should keep in mind that of the models discussed, in describing rater performance, the HRM incorporates both rater bias and variability but facets and the MMR only provide a characterization of bias.
Let Z ¼ fZ 1 ; Z 2 ; . . . ; Z S g be values of a set of S covariates (or covariate factors) under which a rater may produce a rating. Here, a quantitative covariate would occupy a single Z s , whereas in the C-categorical covariate case, each of the C factors might occupy its own indicator covariate Z c ∈ f0; 1g, with
In considering the rating covariates, the bias and variability of the ratings are influenced not only by the individual rater but also by the covariates under which the rater is performing. A rater may rate under different conditions, coded by the covariates, at different times (i.e., the values of Z may change within raters). Some covariate values may differ with each response. For example, the rater covariate ''time, in seconds, to complete the rating'' may be unique to each response. Other covariates may be constant over a set of individual responses, producing covariate values that apply over a range of rated responses. For example, the rating table at which an exam rater is seated may be constant.
To capture differences in a rater's bias and variability across various combinations of rater covariates, it is necessary to consider each unique Rater × Covariate combination present in the data separately, examining the effect of each Rater × Covariate combination on the probability of scoring in a particular category. Where we originally considered the effect of only the rater, we will now consider the effect of the individual Rater × Covariate combinations, referring to these Rater × Covariate combinations as pseudoraters.
Let V represent the total number of unique pseudoraters present in the ratings, with arbitrary ordering u ¼ 1; . . . ; V . Let r u and n u represent the contributions to bias and variability, respectively, by pseudorater u. Note that V is, at minimum, equal to Q, the total number of raters (if each rater always rates under the same set of covariate values). Expand the notation of the data as X iju ¼ k, to indicate that pseudorater u scored examinee i's response to item j in category k, and consider the data in this more detailed form, treating each pseudorater separately in the models of Section 2. In the hierarchical Facets model, the facets level may be reexpressed as
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In the HRM, each pseudorater will now have its own signal detection model, with cell entries
which corresponds to extending the original signal detection model of the raters to include interaction with the covariates.
To characterize the various combinations of raters and covariates present in the rating process, let Y be a design matrix containing V rows, one for each pseudorater and a total of Q þ S columns. The first Q columns of Y are indicators for each rater, and the remaining S columns hold the rating covariate values. For example, if pseudorater u corresponds to the second of four raters and there are three covariates, Z 1u , Z 2u , Z 3u , then row Y u ¼ ð0; 1; 0; 0, Z 1u , Z 2u , Z 3u Þ. Of course, if controlling for the individual rater effects is not of interest, the corresponding first Q columns of Y may be eliminated.
To parameterize bias in the rating process, let Z ¼ ðf 1 ; . . . f Q , Z 1 ; . . . ; Z S Þ T , where Z S represents the bias effect of covariate (or covariate factor) Z s . A linear model may be developed for the rating bias as
Similarly, we may build a model for variability in the rating process (on the log scale) with rater and covariate variability effects ln t 2 ¼ ðln c
In evaluating the effects of rater covariates, we wish to identify those individual covariates for which differences in the bias or variability effects associated with the available values of the covariate are nonzero. Such nonzero covariate effects may then be addressed in rater training, assignment of item responses to raters, and so on. We next explore two possibilities for incorporating these rater behavioral models into the hierarchical structure of the models discussed in Section 2. The first is to include these linear structures at the same level as the rating data (the fixed rating effects option); the second is to include them one level removed
Covariates of the Rating Process from the rating data (the random rating effects option). Both options are then illustrated in Section 4 with data from an image-scoring pilot study of California's Golden State Examination, which contains multiple rater covariates.
Incorporating the Rating Covariates: Fixed Rating Effects
To include the covariates of rating bias at the same level as the rating data in the hierarchical Facets model, we replace the pseudorater bias term r u in Equation 9 with the linear structure for the rating bias in Equation 12:
Appropriate prior distributions then need to be assigned to the covariate bias effects in Z. An identical replacement in the facets level of the MMR will include the covariates of rating bias in that model as well.
To include the linear structures of Equations 12 and 13 for rating bias and variability at the same level as the rating data in the HRM, Equation 4 is augmented to
with appropriate prior distributions assigned to the covariate effects Z and t. Patz et al. (2002) extended the HRM specifically to demonstrate the effect of the distribution of items among raters in a rating study of the Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test; their example may be viewed as a special case of the fixed rating effects option for including rating covariates in the HRM. For any of these three models, the rater and covariate effects may need to be constrained for identifiability (i.e., the design matrix Y may need to be constrained if it is not of full rank). The examples in the next section highlight this necessity, which is further discussed in Section 5.
In Equation 15, notice the dependence of the covariate effects for bias Z and variability t on the ideal scores x. This complicates the MCMC algorithm to draw from the posterior distribution of the rating parameters. Traditionally (e.g., Patz & Junker, 1999a) , MCMC is implemented on IRT models via the MetropolisHastings within Gibbs method (e.g., Gelman et al., 1995) , which passes iteratively through the complete conditional distributions of the model parameters. Even though Equation 12 expresses a linear relationship between the pseudorater bias and the rater and covariate effects, the complete conditional distributions for the covariate effects are not in the usual form for a linear model, and care must be taken to properly express that portion of the likelihood proportional
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to each model parameter. Mariano (2002) provides the complete conditional distributions for the HRM when implementing the fixed rating effects option.
In the current formulation of Y above, each pseudorater occupies a single line in the design matrix. Unless there is a different Rater × Covariate combination for each observed rating, Y will be much smaller, and hence a simpler expression of the design, than a matrix that includes a row for each observed rating, with multiple rows being replicates. Note that in the fixed rating effects option outlined above, for any of the three rater models considered, the MCMC algorithm will still consider the effect of the pseudorater associated with each response through the model likelihood, so that each row Y u is considered not once but the actual number of times that responses are associated with pseudo-rater u.
Incorporating the Rating Covariates: Random Rating Effects
The second option for incorporating rating covariates into the hierarchical Facets model is to preserve the pseudorater bias term in the facets level of the model (as in Equation 9 ) and, one level removed from the data in the hierarchy, use the linear model implied by Equation 12 to model the pseudorater bias (i.e., for r ¼ fr 1 ; . . . ; r V gÞ:
The population level of the model remains unchanged and prior distributions are assigned to the rater and covariate effects Z and the variance term s 2 r . Again, the extension for the MMR is similar.
To include rating covariates into the structure of the HRM, retain the rating probabilities of Equation 11 as the signal detection portion of the model, which includes the pseudorater contributions to bias r u and variability n u . Then, one level removed from the data and ideal scores, include the linear structure of Equation 16 to describe the rating bias and model the rating variability as
where n ¼ fn 1 ; . . . ; n V g. . By choosing the formulation of Equation 17, the component parameters of t are easily interpretable as additive effects on rating variability under a Rater × Covariate combination (as opposed to multiplicative effects on the square of rating variability).
As was the case for the fixed rating effects option, using any of the three models discussed with this random rating effects option may require that constraints be Covariates of the Rating Process placed on the rater and covariate effects for identifiability. Naturally, these constraints will be reflected in the prior distributions of the affected parameters.
Note that in the linear models defined in Equations 16 and 17, a result of using the design matrix Y is that each pseudorater is only considered once instead of the number of times that pseudorater occurred in the data. An alternative here is a weighted regression scenario where each pseudorater is weighted by the number of ratings that pseudorater produced.
The extension implied by the random rating effects option to include rating covariates is larger than the models produced using the fixed rating effects option in the sense that there are V þ 1 additional parameters in the hierarchical Facets and MMR and 2V þ 2 additional in the HRM. The pseudorater bias and variability parameters are not explicitly included in the fixed rating effects option, but they are included in the random rating effects option along with parameters for their respective variances. However, the MCMC algorithm to sample from the model of the random rating effects option is actually simpler. To see this for the HRM, first factor the full posterior distribution of the model parameters as f ðm; s; y; b; g; x; r; n; Z; t; s 
Samples may be drawn from the posterior distribution of the population, item, and pseudorater parameters of Equation 18 in the same way that samples are drawn from the full posterior distribution of the original HRM defined by Equations 2 and 4 above, with the pseudoraters taking the place of the actual raters. With Z and t one level removed from the data and idea scores, they may be treated as coefficients in a Bayesian linear regression. A factorization of the posterior distributions of the hierarchical Facets and MMR will also yield an isolation of the bias parameters identical to Equation 19. The technique for sampling from these distributions is well known. Following Gelman et al. (1995) , using the standard noninformative prior f ðZ; s Here, C À1 is a V × V diagonal weighting matrix, where the diagonal entry in row u is the number of responses rated by pseudorater u if such weighting is desired, alternatively, C is set to the identity matrix, df is the number of rows minus the number of columns in a properly constrained full rank version of Y. Of course, the design matrix used must also have more rows than columns to fit the model. To draw from the distributions specified in
Proper prior distributions may also be considered for the bias (and variability) parameters. However, if V is small, shrinkage toward the prior mean may be of concern if the unweighted version (C ¼ I) is used. With the prior information about each coefficient having the influence of an additional data point (Gelman et al., 1995) , if the number of pseudoraters is not large relative to the number of coefficients, the posterior distribution will be sensitive to the prior.
Notice in Equation 16 that if the variance term, s 2 r , associated with pseudorater bias in the random rating effects option is driven toward zero, the resulting deterministic relationship between the pseudorater bias parameters and the corresponding rater and covariate effects, r ¼ YZ, is exactly the relationship featured in the fixed rating effects option. This suggests that, subject to design constraints, the more complex fixed rating effects model might be fit by using the random rating effects option and setting s 2 r ¼ 0. One possibility for revising the MCMC algorithm to accomplish this would be to draw the pseudorater bias r as in the random rating effects option and then set Z ¼ ðY T C À1 YÞ À1 Y T C À1 r, as suggested by Equations 25 and 22. The pseudorater variability n and variability effects t in the HRM would follow similarly.
Section 4: Golden State Exam Image-Scoring Pilot Study
The California Department of Education and CTB/McGraw-Hill have provided data from their image-scoring pilot study of the Golden State Examination (GSE). Patz, Awamleh, and Kelly (1999) provide detail on the design of this two-part study implemented to help assess the potential use of a computerized, image-based scoring (image scoring) system instead of the traditional paper-andpencil (paper scoring) method. Image scoring proceeds with the rater viewing an image of the response over a computer network and completing the rating online. In principal, this may be done at any location convenient to the rater. For the GSE study, the image scoring was completed in a centralized location in the traditional configuration of raters assembled at scoring tables with a table leader assigned to each. We consider data from part 1 of the study, which is made up of ratings of
Covariates of the Rating Process responses by 9,356 examinees to a single four-category constructed response item. These responses were randomly drawn from the complete set of 1998 GSE test papers to be rerated for the purposes of the study. The number of ratings per response R range from 1 to 4. Table 1 gives the distribution of R in the data.
To assist in establishing the difficulty of the item and the proficiency of the examinees, responses to 30 GSE objectively scored multiple-choice items were also provided. Q = 28 raters in two study groups alternated between image scoring and paper scoring in two half-day sessions. Each group is made up of two tables of seven raters per table (including the table leader). Raters of varying experience were provided by two separate sources, labeled herein as source A and source B. The sources represent two groups that, although both are likely to be employed as raters, have demonstrably different backgrounds.
In Section 2, we considered the effect of the rating environment (image scoring vs. paper scoring) to illustrate modeling a rating covariate at the same hierarchical level as the rating data (fixed rating effects option). In Section 3, we considered the effects of rating environment, as well as rating table and source, to demonstrate modeling the rating covariates one level removed for the rating data in the model hierarchy (the random rating effects option). As the GSE rating data correspond multiple ratings of individual item responses as applied from a categorical scoring rubric, the appropriate dependence structure and expression of the quality of item response indicate use of the HRM for these examples.
Expanding the Hierarchical Rater Model
The single constructed response item in the GSE data does not support the estimation of the difficulty of the item and provides little information about the examinees' proficiencies. For this reason, we include in this analysis each examinee's responses to the 30 objectively scored multiple-choice questions on the 1998 GSE. To evaluate this additional data concurrently with the constructed response item, the HRM must be expanded to also include objectively scored data.
In a general setting, suppose a version of the HRM is desired to simultaneously consider J c rated items and J o ¼ J À J c objectively scored (e.g., multiple choice) items. This may be accomplished by modeling the objectively scored responses using an IRT model (which may or may not be the same IRT model used for the ideal scores within the hierarchical structure of Equation 2). This approach combines the original HRM with the Bayesian approach to IRT for objectively scored items illustrated by Patz and Junker (1999a) . Let X ij ¼ k denote that examinee i responded to objectively scored item j in category k. Then, this new version of the HRM for both objectively scored and constructed response items (herein referred to as the HRMoc) has the following form: 
Similar extensions to the MMR and hierarchical Facets are easily envisioned, with the likelihood factoring into independent parts representing the objectively and subjectively scored items.
For the GSE example, J c ¼ 1 and J o ¼ 30. In the analysis below, the GPCM (Equation 1) was used for the ideal scores of the item j ¼ 1 responses, with the 2-Parameter Logistic model (2-PL; Birnbaum, 1968) used for the multiple-choice items. Rating covariates may be included in the HRMoc for the rated items using either option described in Section 3.
Fitting the model via MCMC is straightforward. The original MetropolisHastings within Gibbs sampling algorithm of the HRM (Patz et al., 2002) , as expanded in Section 3 for rating covariates, may be used; each objectively scored response is treated as an ideal score that remains constant at the actual scored value instead of being updated at every iteration.
When considering the GSE data, in particular the feature of a single constructed response item, it is necessary to place an additional constraint on the standard model. Table 2 details the distribution of ratings in each of the four rating categories for this item.
More than 50% of the ratings are in category 0, and slightly less than 90% are in category 0 or 1. Either this is a very difficult item or the raters as a group are misapplying the scoring rubric such that they are causing a negative bias. Without an additional item of less observed difficulty, we cannot distinguish between these two cases. For this illustration, we assume that the raters as a
Covariates of the Rating Process group understand the rubric well enough to apply it properly. We implement this assumption by constraining the average rater bias to be less than 0.5 in magnitude. Note in Equation 4 that if an individual rater bias term is less than −0.5, then that rater will have higher probability of scoring in the adjacent lower category than of scoring in the ideal. In the fixed effects option, the constraint is implemented on the average of the covariate bias; for random effects, the constraint is placed on the average pseudorater bias. Finally, note that one could proceed with this particular dataset without this additional constraint; however, the MCMC algorithm chosen would have to be modified to account for the resulting bimodal distributions.
Example: Fixed Rating Effects
Having extended the HRM to accommodate the multiple-choice GSE data, the effects of the GSE rating study covariates may now be analyzed. Recall that the primary goal of the GSE rating study was to assist in addressing the viability of an image-based scoring system. A natural question to consider is whether differences in rating environment resonate in the rating process in the presence of individual rater effects (i.e., are rating bias and variability unique to individual raters, or can a portion of these effects be attributed to the rating environment?). In this subsection, we investigate this question using the HRMoc model (Equations 26 and 27) with J c ¼ 1 constructed response item, J À J c ¼ 30 objective/ multiple choice items, and fixed rater covariate effects. Recall (Equation 15 ) that in this fixed effects model, we decompose the pseudorater location parameters linearly as r u ¼ Y u Z and the pseudorater scale parameters linearly as ln n Y is only of rank 29, indicating that the model is not fully identified. To see this, notice that the pseudorater bias term Y u Z in Equation 15 reduces to f r þ Z s , where Z 1 is the effect of image scoring and Z 2 the effect of paper scoring. Thus, adding any constant value to all the Z s s and subtracting that same value for all the f r s will yield the exact same pseudorater probabilities in the signal detection model portion of the HRMoc. A similar problem exists for the pseudorater variability term Y v ðln t 2 ) on the log scale. Ultimately, we are interested in understanding the differences, if any, between rating environment effects. These differences are well defined in Y (i.e., adding any constant value to all the Z s s does not change the value of Z 1 À Z 2 ). Below, we demonstrate constraining the design matrix to directly expose the differences. See Section 5 for a discussion of alternatives.
Because the effect of the rating environment is our question of interest and the individual rater effects are nuisance parameters, we impose sum-to-zero constraints on the bias and variability of the individual raters:
Constraining the individual rater effects in this way centers the rating environment effects at the overall mean effects of bias and variability present in the ratings so that the environment effects may be interpreted as deviations from overall rating behavior induced by each particular environment. Alternate constraints, such as sum-to-zero constraints on the rating environment effects or fixing the bias and variability of the first rater to 0 and 1, respectively, would impart different meaning to the individual rating environment parameters while still producing the same estimates for their differences. To complete the model specifications, we followed Patz et al. (2002) , using vague but proper prior distributions for the item and rating parameters. The g 1k received Normalð0; 3) priors, and the b j , ln a j , f r , ln c r , Z s , and ln t s all received Normalð0; 10Þ priors, conditional on the model constraints. We programmed the MCMC algorithm in C + + . For the results we discuss below, parameter estimates are based on 10,000 iterations taken from five MCMC chains, after a burn-in of 3,000 iterations. The method of Gelman and Rubin (e.g., Gelman et al., 1995) was used to assess convergence. Posterior median and 95% credible interval estimates of the item parameters are displayed in Table 3 .
Because the focus of this work is the influences that may affect performance of the raters, we forego additional discussion of the estimated item parameters in the interest of space and focus on the rating covariate estimates below. Table 4 displays 95% credible interval estimates of the difference in the two environment bias parameters Z 1 À Z 2 and the two environment variance parameters t 1 À t 2 .
There is a small but detectable difference in the biases. However, this difference is small enough to be of little operational significance. With individual rater
Covariates of the Rating Process bias and variability held fixed at f r ¼ 0 and c r ¼ 1; respectively, the associated signal detection models do not contain any cell differences greater than .037. The variability attributable to the two rater sources is comparable. Thus, from the perspective of practicality, no important operational differences have been detected by imaging scoring instead of paper scoring when performed within a common setting for the raters.
Example: Random Rating Effects
To illustrate the random rating effects option described in Section 3, we use the GSE rating study data to examine the covariate effects of rating environment, rater source, and rater table assignment. We again use the HRMoc model (Equations 26 and 27) with J c ¼ 1 constructed response item and J À J c ¼ 30 objective/multiple choice items, this time treating the rater covariate effects as random. Recall that this random effects model is implemented by retaining the pseudorater bias r u and variability n u terms at the level of the rating data (as in Equation 11 ) and, one level below in the model hierarchy, decomposing the pseudorater bias and variability into individual rater and covariate effects using a linear model for each (Equations 16 and 17):
The rating table assignments of each of the Q ¼ 28 individual raters, as well as their source, are displayed in Table 5 . Although the raters all rated in both the image scoring and paper scoring environments, they are also nested both within rater source and within rating table, both of which remained constant throughout the rating process. This design produces V ¼ 2 * 28 ¼ 56 Rater × Covariate combinations (56 pseudoraters). Considering a model that includes all three of these covariates, there are eight covariate factor effects to consider. The full design matrix for the rater and covariate effects has 36 columns: The first 28 of these are rater indicators, the next 4 are table indicators, followed by 2 source indicators, and finally, 2 environment indicators. Let Y r;t;s;e indicate the row of Note: Sum-to-zero constraints were imposed on the raters. HRMoc = Hierarchical Rater Model for both objectively scored and constructed response items.
Covariates of the Rating Process the design matrix Y corresponding to rater r, who is from source s and seated at table t, when rating in environment e. Here, e ¼ 1 indicates image scoring, e ¼ 2 denotes paper scoring, and s ¼ 1 indicates that the rater was provided by source A, whereas s ¼ 2 indicates a source B rater. We have, for example, the row for rater 9 when paper scoring: Similarly, let Z t1 , Z t2 , Z t3 , Z t4 represent the table bias effects of tables one through four, respectively, Z s1 and Z s2 the source A and source B bias effects, and Z e1 and Z e2 the rater bias effects of image and paper scoring, respectively, with analogous parsing of the variability effects t.
The design matrix described above is not of full rank; it has 36 columns but is only of rank 29. As was the case with the fixed effects example, to expose the differences in rating effects that might exist between different levels of a covariate, we need to constrain the design matrix. Given the rank of the design, seven constraints will need to be imposed. Because the covariate effects are of interest, we first constrain the rater parameters by imposing sum-to-zero constraints over the raters within each of the four tables and also within each of the two sources. Notice that this only imposes five constraints and not six: Because the raterwithin-table constraints imply that the entire set of rater effects sums to zero, imposing an additional sum-to-zero constraint on the source A raters forces the source B rater effects to sum to zero as well. This leaves two additional constraints to be imposed over the three covariates, which may be accomplished by again summing to zero across any two of the three covariates, leaving the final Table 1 Rating Table 2  Rating Table 3 Rating Table 4 Rater Mariano and Junker covariate free. See Section 5 for additional discussion of model identifiability and alternative constraints. One procedure often used to implement linear constraints across levels of a categorical variable contained in a design matrix is to exclude a column from the matrix that corresponds to one of the factor levels. For example, in the case at hand, one might impose a constraint across the rating tables by deleting the column corresponding to table four. However, placing the multiple constraints on the rater effects (summing to zero both within tables and within source) creates ambiguity when the method of excluding columns is employed. If we were to delete the column corresponding to the first rater, this could be a constraint either on table one or on source A, and multiple solutions exist when transforming this version of a constrained design matrix back to the full design Y to expose the coefficients of all the factors.
An alternative strategy that avoids such ambiguities is to append additional rows to the design matrix to indicate which factors will be constrained (e.g., Kirk, 1982) ; the constrained factors each receive a value of 1 and all other columns receive a 0. These rows are accompanied by corresponding values of zero appended in the vector of response variables. For example, to impose a sum-tozero constraint across the rating tables, we append the following row vector to our original design matrix Y, and append a zero to our vectors of pseudorater bias r and variability n parameters, which are our response variables in Equations 16 and 17, respectively. Additional rows are appended for each of our seven rating design constraints. We employ this strategy in the analysis below.
Note that an effect of defining the constraints by adding additional rows to the design matrix is that the constraint is implemented in Equation 22 , not Equation 25, meaning that the constraint affects the means of the rating effects instead of the rating effects themselves.
With the design matrix constrained as described above, the HRMoc was fit including covariates to the GSE data using the random rating effects option, as described in Section 3. Prior distributions on the item parameters were set to b j ∼ Normalð0; 10Þ, ln a j ∼ Normalð0; 10Þ, and g 1k ∼ Normalð0; 3Þ. On both of the linear model components, we used the unweighted form with standard noninformative priors (e.g., Gelman et al., 1995) n . We again programmed the MCMC in C ++ , with resulting parameter estimates based on 10,000 iterations of the HRMoc taken from five MCMC chains, using a burn-in of 8,000 iterations each. Posterior estimates of the item parameters were similar to those from the fixed effects example (see Table 3 ). Tables 6 through 8 display differences in the effects of each covariate, Covariates of the Rating Process when the covariate of interest is the one left unconstrained. For all versions, the bias regression error variance has a posterior median estimate s 2 r ¼ 0:061 with a 95% credible interval estimate of (0.033, 0.129), and the variability regression error variance has a posterior median estimate s 2 n ¼ 0:014 with a 95% credible interval estimate of (0.006, 0.034). Table 6 reveals no discernible difference in rating bias attributable to the source of the rater. The results for the variability attributable to rater source are a bit more interesting, with raters from source A demonstrating more consistency in applying the scoring guidelines. However, with a posterior median of À0:054, this difference is not consequential at an operational level.
The estimates shown in Table 7 indicate a disparity among the rating tables, both bias and variability. There is a difference in bias between rating table 1 and rating table 2. In addition, the 95% equal-tailed interval estimate of the difference in bias between rating table 1 and rating table 4 (−0.182, 0.013) barely contains zero; alternate constructions of a 95% interval could exclude zero completely. Discernible differences in variability exist between rating tables 1 and 2, and between tables 1 and 4. These results indicate that the raters at table 1 are more harsh and less consistent in applying the scoring guidelines than are those raters at tables 2 and 4. Had these data applied to an actual assessment scoring session, instead of a special rating study, such results could be addressed with table 1's raters and table leader for correction in future ratings; estimating examinee proficiency y i with this version of the HRM would automatically account for such differences in the performance of the rating tables. Table 8 displays a 95% equal-tailed interval estimate of the difference in bias of the ratings when scoring by the paper or image methods that barely contains zero; again, alternate 95% constructions could exclude zero completely, which would coincide with the results of the fixed rating effects example illustrated in Table 4 . However, this interval estimate is wider than the corresponding interval in the fixed rating effects example (0.116 vs. 0.047), which may be attributable to the extra variability allowed in the random effects model. The small increase in the median difference from that of the previous example (−0.032 vs. −0.028) may be attributable to also accounting for table and source effects in this version of the model, Monte Carlo error, or both. The 95% equal-tailed credible interval estimate of the difference in rating environment variability t e1 À t e2 reports a difference that was undetected in the previous example. However, with the posterior median estimate indicating variability under image scoring only 0.046 higher, this difference is of little practical significance. Also note that the interval lower bound for both of these examples is essentially zero. As mentioned in Section 3, the rating variability was parameterized differently in the fixed and random rating effects versions. A parameterization that lends to a more direct comparison is, of course, possible; here, we chose to highlight the flexibility of the modeling options instead of the specific results of the example. Patz et al. (2002) provide evidence for the improved fit of the HRM over Facets for multiply rated constructed response data in education assessment, using both simulated and live data. Mariano (2002) Note: Sum-to-zero constraints were imposed on the raters, both within tables and within source, and across rater source and environment. HRMoc = Hierarchical Rater Model for both objectively scored and constructed response items.
Model Comparison
Covariates of the Rating Process compare the fit of the HRM with and without covariates. To compare model fit, we employ the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; e.g., Kass & Raftery, 1995; Schwarz, 1978) ,
For this application, the marginal likelihood is taken after integrating over y and x; p is the number of parameters in the model, and N is the number of examinees. The BIC serves as an approximation to the Bayes Factor (e.g., Kass & Raftery, 1995) , which compares the marginal density of the data among candidate models but is difficult to calculate directly. A lower BIC indicates better model fit. Table 9 displays the BIC for three different versions of the HRMoc fit to the GSE data: no covariates, a fixed effects environment covariate, and a random effects environment covariate. The HRMoc without the rating covariates offers the lowest BIC, indicating the best fit of the three. The random effects covariate version had the largest maximum marginal likelihood (i.e., smallest when multiplied by −2), however, the larger number of parameters inflated the penalty term, p lnðN), yielding the highest BIC. The higher BIC for the fixed effects version, as compared with the no covariates version, is also attributable to the penalty term.
The fixed effects version produced a posterior median estimate for the difference in rating bias between environments of −.028, with a 95% posterior interval upper bound of merely −0.007. A wider interval percentage width would cross zero (i.e., the MCMC for the difference in bias between environments does cross zero postconvergence). The BIC procedure is favoring model parsimony over these relatively tiny potential effects. Note: Sum-to-zero constraints were imposed on the raters, both within tables and within source, and across rater source and table. HRMoc = Hierarchical Rater Model for both objectively scored and constructed response items.
Section 5: Discussion
Section 3 describes a general format for the treatment of measurement covariates and two methods for including the covariates into the structure of three different Bayesian hierarchical models for rating data. Although the method for including covariates of the rating process is similar, these three models demonstrate sharp contrasts in their structure and assumptions, which will govern choice among them. As the facets framework treats all ratings as independent given the latent trait, it is best suited for the analysis of ratings of multiple responses to the same item. The HRM (Patz et al., 2002) and MMR (Verhelst & Verstralen, 2001 ) both treat the ratings as independent given the response to the item and thus are better suited for multiple rating of the same response. Mariano (2002) details the error in estimating the latent trait that arises when applying the Facets model to multiple ratings of the same response. The HRM and MMR also differ by the form in which they characterize the quality of the response, with the MMR using a continuous scale and the HRM using a discrete scoring scale similar to that of the scoring rubric.
These three models are further distinguished by the form in which the effects of the rating process enter the model. Hierarchical facets and the MMR characterize the bias attributable to the rating process as a shift in the item difficulty attributable to the conditions under which it was scored (i.e., shifting the item response function). Meanwhile, the HRM treats the rating bias as a shift in the location of the conditional probability distribution of the ratings given the quality or response, which may be interpreted as placing an asymptotic bound (Junker & Patz, 1998) on the item response function.
The alternative forms of the rating effect have natural consequences for the interpretation of the included covariates. For example, when examining the rating environment covariate example in Section 4 under the HRM, we are examining how much more likely a response of a particular quality (i.e., ideal score) is to be rated in category k versus k À 1, when rated on paper versus viewing a scanned image. Here, environment is a covariate affecting the rating process. If we were to examine the same environment covariate under the MMR, we would Covariates of the Rating Process be examining how much more difficult it is for the examinee to score in category k versus k À 1 on item j when being rated on paper versus a scanned image. In this scenario, environment is a covariate affecting item difficulty, a characteristic of the item. Thus, although the process by which the rating covariates enter the models is the same, the meaning that they take on is different, and this difference must be considered when choosing a model for the covariate and the associate inference we wish to draw. In considering the actual inclusion of the rating covariates, Section 3 presents options for both fixed and random effects models. Both versions feature a rating design matrix that may need to be constrained for model identifiability. Ultimately, we are interested in understanding the differences, if any, between rating effects for different levels of a covariate. Although the design matrix may be less than full rank, these differences are well defined. The challenge is to expose the differences, either by employing reparameterization techniques to directly estimate the differences (e.g., Bock, 1975) or, as demonstrated in Section 4, by constraining the rating design matrix such that the individual covariate effects are identified. A choice to constrain the rating design matrix Y in a particular way imparts a particular definition to the individual rating covariate parameters unique to that constraint, and care must be taken if such parameters are interpreted individually.
Finally, we note the flexibility of the expanded HRM in this application. Whereas the GSE example employs a GPCM for the IRT level of the HRM, the general specification of the HRM in Equation 1 allows for the use of any parametric or nonparametric partial credit model (e.g., Hemker et al., 1996) , including Samejima's (1969) Graded Response Model. Alternate parameterizations may also aide in accelerating MCMC convergence (e.g., Nandram & Chen, 1996) . Portraying the contributions of the rating covariates in linear form is a familiar choice for understanding these effects, but certainly not the only possibility. Alternate adaptations using the rating effects structure of Section 3 are easy to envision and may prove more appropriate in certain cases.
